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with a focus on providing an in-vehicle experience that is designed to
make driving more enjoyable and less stressful, the toyota voice

navigation system helps you drive faster, get to your destination faster,
and stay safer. its intuitive interface is easy to understand and learn and

includes features such as voice recognition and text-to-speech
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capabilities, which help you learn the system faster. the toyota voice
navigation system works seamlessly with the included in-vehicle
navigation system, and on compatible toyota and lexus in-vehicle
entertainment systems. the toyota connected suite of connected

services, which includes subscription-based services and apps, are
available on all models. the new toyota voice navigation system will
initially be available on the 2017 toyota camry, camry hybrid, prius,

prius c, sienna, tundra, lexus ct 200h, rav4 and rx 350. toyota invited the
editorial team at consumer reports to drive all-new 2017 prius models,

including the newly available prius prime, and to provide a critical
analysis. you can learn more about consumer reports review at

www.consumerreports.org/new-toyota-prius-review. toyota has also
conducted over 75 hours of test driving for us using the 2017 prius,

including more than 5,000 miles of driving through dense cities, suburbs
and off-road terrain. the results of our testing are thorough and in-depth,

and they demonstrate the toyota voice navigation system's value for
consumers. the toyota voice navigation system is a modern, easy-to-use
and easy-to-understand system that provides an exceptional in-vehicle

experience. its voice recognition capabilities are far superior to any other
car navigation system we tested.
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the system is also connected to many popular apps including pandora,
last.fm, google maps, yelp, waze, live traffic and stitcher. so whether

youre blasting the tunes while listening to your favorite song from
pandora or wondering how to get from point a to point b, the system has

you covered. the entune system also features voice recognition and
google translate, and it provides direct access to your smartphone with a

virtual qwerty keypad. to top it all off, entune audio sounds great, too!
you can easily control the system from the steering wheel using steering

wheel controls and buttons. a voice recognition feature allows the
system to recognize your voice and allows you to perform certain

functions, for example, asking the navigation system for directions.
when you want to listen to music from your smartphone, simply tap the
steering wheel or the left side of the display with the touch screen, and
the system recognizes your voice, enabling you to make adjustments to
the system settings. when it comes to navigation, the system has a rear
view camera that uses the display screen to help you see things behind

the vehicle, and it also features a collision warning system. when the
system is paired with your smartphone, the system will show your

current location and navigate you along the route to your destination.
the system also has a real-time traffic update feature to help you avoid

traffic. these and other features are some of the reasons why toyota was
the first automaker to offer voice recognition navigation in 1999, and the

newly updated system is the same as what was installed on the 1999
model year. 5ec8ef588b
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